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Cognitive tasks as functions

f : initial state −→ desired state



The Notion of Turing Computability

I If something is Turing computable we can compute it.
I No computable problems beyond Turing computability?
I No counterexamples are known.
I TMs are closed on computable constructions.
I Very natural class

I Abstract machines, e.g., RAM, Quantum Computer,
I Formal systems: λ-calculus, Post rewriting systems,
I Recursive functions.
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The human mind can deal with computable problems.

All? Only?

I Cognitive systems can do more than Turing machines.
I Cognitive systems can only do less than Turing machines.
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Thinking may be more than computing

[...] parts of thinking may require more than computing. But that
does not seem, to me, to mean that those parts cannot be studied
scientifically. [There are] some ways that the uncomputable parts of
thinking might be studied with much the same precision, and in very
much the same spirit, that Turing suggested for the study of its
computable parts.

Kugel, P. Thinking may be more than computing. Cognition. 1986.



Turing on thinking vs computing

I We have precise definition of “computing”,
I but we lack a precise definition of “thinking”.

I Rather than try to study “the whole of thinking”,
I we try to study specific parts of thinking.

engineering goal designing mind-like machines

scientific goal explaining or predicting what the mind does

Turing, A. Computing machinery and intelligence. Mind. 1950.



Computers do more than computing

I Turing: computers can duplicate most of the behavior

that, when people do it, we call “thinking”, however:

Intelligent behavior presumably consists in a departure from the
completely disciplined behavior involved in computation, but a rather
slight one which does not give rise to random behavior or pointless
repetitive loops.

I Kugel: the modeling of such “thinking” can be done systematically,

using mathematical theory of the uncomputable, or Recursion Theory.



How so?

Figure: Computing Machine

Mp(input) = output
(e.g., YES or NO)

When we use M to compute,
we pay attention only to the first output
and we turn it off once it has printed that.

I Thus the result = the (only) output.



The Halting Problem

Given a program, p, and an input, i,
determine whether or not Mp(i) will or will not halt (eventually).

In other words:

Is there a computing procedure via a program h such that:

Mh(p, i) =

{
YES if Mp(i) halts
NO otherwise.

Theorem
There can be no such computing Mh that produces the correct YES’s and
NO’s for all possible input pairs (p, i). However, a partially computable Mh,
that produces only the YES’s, is possible.



Can we say anything more about the types of uncomputability?

∆0 x ∈ A ⇐⇒ P(x) totally computable
Σ1 x ∈ A ⇐⇒ ∃yR(x , y) computably verifiable
Π1 x ∈ A ⇐⇒ ∀yR(x , y) computably falsifiable



Trial and error procedures

Let us make a distinction between the output and the result of a computation.

I T&E gives many outputs, it is a running mind-changing machine.
I In T&E the last output counts as a result.
I T&E can solve the halting problem.

Introduced by Putnam (1965), Gold (1965), Solomonoff (1967).

Described by Popper (1959), Leibniz and maybe even Xenophanes...



T&E is just like a running TM

I No extra “hardware” and no “magic”.
I Its result is produced in finite time using finite memory.

The main difference:
I the result of TM is certain;
I the result of T&E is not.

At any given point, we do not know if the output we see is the last output.



Can we say anything more about the types of uncomputability?

∆0 x ∈ A ⇐⇒ P(x) totally computable
Σ1 x ∈ A ⇐⇒ ∃y R(x , y) computably verifiable
Π1 x ∈ A ⇐⇒ ∀y R(x , y) computably falsifiable
Σ2 x ∈ A ⇐⇒ ∃y∀k S(x , y , k) verifiable by T&E
Π2 x ∈ A ⇐⇒ ∀y∃k R(x , y , k) falsifiable by T&E



Can we say anything more about the types of uncomputability?

I Arithmetic Hierarchy Theorem (Kleene, 1943; Mostowski, 1947)
I dividing up the uncomputable processes
I in terms of the classes of predicates they can evaluate.



Higher Levels and Cognition: A General Argument

recognition versus generation



A Simplistic Picture?



A Simplistic Picture — continued



Input processor and Π1

I Predicates that have a disproof procedure:

it accepts an element if it fails to prove membership.

I In contrast:

computing procedure accepts an element if it can prove membership.



Cognitive (intuitive) arguments

I Input classification: the short-falls of computable accounts.

CAPTCHA
Completely Automated Public Turing test

to tell Computers and Humans Apart
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Non-halting computations and memory

I The Zeigarnik effect.
I The stairway effect (inspiration, Eureka effect).
I Quick decisions (satisficing).
I etc...

Recent interest in neuroscience: predictive coding in vision.
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Output processor and Σ2

A♠ Q♦ 6♠ 8♥ 10♦ 2♦ . . .

I The general theories we derive from specific evidence.
I The specific facts we deduce from our changing knowledge of the world.
I The understanding we develop of the meanings of words and sentences.
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Limitting knowledge

True, there are good reasons for preferring the computable way of
deriving knowledge. We know the results of computations and only
think we know the results of trial and error procedures. There are
many reasons for preferring knowing to thinking (as Popper, 1966,
observed). But that does not change the fact that sometimes
thinking may be more appropriate.



Cognitive processes of a relevant structure

I Mind changing in sentences interpretation:

“This is a bow.”

“This is a curtsy and this is a bow.”

“This is a curtsy and this is a bow. Tie it in your hair before you curtsy.”
I All kinds of learning, e.g., grammar inference.
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The remaining parts of the simplistic picture

I The central processor and n-trial procedures (e.g., abduction).
I The program selector and Π2 (choosing a program).



As Maslow once observed, to the person who has only a hammer,
everything looks like a nail. To someone who has just hit on
non-halting processes, they may seem to explain more than they
probably do.
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f : initial state −→ desired state

I computational resource constraints;
I realistic time and memory;
I bounded agency
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Computational Complexity Theory

I The relationship between input and resources
I Inherent complexity of the problem (e.g., time and memory)

I P 6= NP
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Complexity and Tractability

Cobham-Edmonds’ Thesis The class of practically computable problems is
identical to PTIME class, that is the class of problems which can be
computed by a deterministic Turing machine in a number of steps bounded
by a polynomial function of the length of a query.

Most exponential time algorithms are merely variations on
exhaustive search, whereas polynomial time algorithms generally
are made possible only through the gain of some deeper insight into
the nature of the problem. There is wide agreement that a problem
has not been “well-solved” until a polynomial time algorithm is
known for it. Hence, we shall refer to a problem as intractable, if it is
so hard that no polynomial time algorithm can possibly solve it.
(Garey & Johnson 1979)
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Are PTIME Algorithms Always Tractable?

I Old prime algorithm:

n
1
5 log log n > n2 for only n > eee10

, where e ≈ 2.718281

I n98466506514687 + 2630 is a polynomial
I Let g be an uncomputable. Define f as follows:

f (x) =

{
1 if length of x < 29999999999999999999999999999999

g(x) otherwise.
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P-Cognition Thesis

P-cognition Thesis Human cognitive (linguistic) capacities are constrained
by polynomial time computability. (Frixione 2001)

n Time for Φ Time for Ψ

10 0.01 sec 0.10 sec
20 0.04 sec 1.75 min
30 0.09 sec 1.2 days
50 0.2 sec 8.4 centuries
100 1 sec 9× 1017 years

Table: The table compares the running time of a brain working with power 10,000 steps
per second to solve two cognitive tasks Φ and Ψ. Φ is computable in n2 and Ψ requires
2n steps.
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Asymptotic Objection

As the size of the input increases . . .

Asymptotic Objection In cognition, n doesn’t grow arbitrarily large.

Response:
I No known bounds on the input size
I No arbitrary assumption on what counts as a natural instance
I Necessary – simplifies analysis of a complex world
I Convenient – balance description simplicity with empirical adequacy
I Works well for syntax
I Generative nature of human cognition
I In experiments subjects usually do not realize the size of the universe
I Intractable problems have super-polynomial algorithms even for small

inputs
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Intractable semantic constructions

I People avoid intractable interpretations
I Harder expression occur less frequently
I Some intractable quantifiers are not realized in NL



Multi-quantifier sentences

1. Most villagers and most townsmen hate each other.

2. One third of villagers and half of townsmen hate each other.

3. 5 villagers and 7 townsmen hate each other.



Branching reading

I Most girls and most boys hate each other.

most x : G(x)
most y : B(y)

H(x , y).

∃A∃A′[most(G,A) ∧most(B,A′) ∧ ∀x ∈ A ∀y ∈ A′ H(x , y)].



Illustration

I Most girls and most boys hate each other.

♀

♀

♀

♂

♂

♂



Branching readings are intractable

Theorem
Proportional branching sentences are NP-complete.

I Subjects avoid branching interpretations.
I No occurrences in corpora.

Gierasimczuk & Szymanik, Branching Quantification vs. Two-way Quantification, Journal of
Semantics, 2009
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Two-way Interpretation

I Most girls and most boys hate each other.
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Reciprocal sentences

1. Andi, Jarmo and Jakub laughed at one another.

2. 15 men are hitting one another.

3. Most of the PMs refer to each other.



Strong reading

I Most of the PMs refer to each other.



Intermediate reading

I Most Boston pitchers sat alongside each other.



Weak reading

I Some pirates were staring at each other in surprise.



Dichotomy

Theorem
Strong reciprocity with proportional quantifiers is NP-complete.

Theorem
Intermediate reciprocity, weak reciprocity, and strong reciprocity with
bounded quantification (e.g. ‘All’) are in PTIME.

Szymanik, Computational complexity of polyadic lifts of generalized quantifiers in natural
language. Linguistics & Philosophy 2010.



Experimental evidence

1. Draw or verify:
I All/Most of the dots are directly connected to each other.

2. In line with complexity:
I Fewer strong pictures for ‘most’
I Better performance on complete graphs for ’All’-condition

Bott et al., Interpreting Tractable versus Intractable Reciprocal Sentences, Proceedings of the
International Conference on Computational Semantics, 2011.

Schlotterbeck & Bott, Easy solutions for a hard problem? The computational complexity of
reciprocals with quantificational antecedents, Proc. of the Logic & Cognition Workshop at
ESSLLI 2012.

Actually, distribution in corpora is skewed towards tractable constructions

Thorne & Szymanik, Generalized Quantifier Distribution and Semantic Complexity, 2013
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Beyond everyday language

I Some expressions are too hard to appear in NL.
I E.g, some collective quantifiers undefinable in SO.

Kontinen & Szymanik, A remark on collective quantification, Journal of Logic, Language and
Information, 2008

Σ1
1-Thesis Everyday expressions are directly or indirectly verifiable.

Mostowski & Szymanik, Semantic bounds for everyday language, Semiotica 2008
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Invariance Thesis

Invariance Thesis Given a “reasonable encoding” of the input and two
“reasonable machines”, the complexity of computation of these machines on
that input will differ by at most a polynomial amount.

I Machine independence.
I Incl., e.g., neural networks.
I Exc., e.g., quantum computers and NDTM.
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